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This is the second of two papers on respiration and photosynthesis in Chlo- 
rdla pyrenoidosa with improved time resolution and precision of rate deter- 
ruination. The modified polarographic method of oxygen determination used, 
and evidence of its accuracy were presented in the first paper. In that paper 
it was shown that respiratory changes occur which present a serious problem 
in evaluating photosynthetic rate at low light intensities and for small changes 
in intensity. 

While the Kok effect was confirmed on the basis of average respiration 
rates, it was shown that plausible values of respiration in the light which can 
be interpolated on simple assumptions of continuity make quantum yield 
independent of light intensity over a wide range (from about 0.25 compensa- 
tion to 4 times compensation for X -- 5780 A). 

In this paper we will present data, from the same experiments, on the mag- 
nitudes of quantum yield and the time course of yield. These experiments 
include the study of some 50 cultures from which over 150 photographically 
recorded runs were made. Of these some 99 have been completely analyzed 
for rate and quantum yield. 

As a result of these experiments the most striking observation is the repro- 
ducibility of the efficiency for a given culture. Not only is the same rate re- 
peated within 1 or 2 per cent in period after period for the same sample, but 
a new sample from the same culture gives about as good an agreement (usu- 
ally within 2 to 5 per cent). Even after an overnight delay there is seldom a 
pronounced change (more than 5 per cent). This is to be contrasted with the 
great differences exhibited by different cultures, which vary from 6.1 to 13.5 
quanta per molecule of oxygen evolved. 

This constancy of efficiency is also in sharpest contrast to the widely vari- 
able respiration and induction. As an example, when the total rate of photo- 
synthesis may be, say, 100 units, respiration may vary from 5 units to 35 
units without changing the total rate by more than the 1 or 2 units to which 
our data are uncertain. Neither our somewhat larger systematic error nor our 
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assumptions concerning interpolation for respiration in the light can mate- 
rially affect this observation. 

I t  is clear that these widely different values of quantum yield constitute 
specific attributes of particular cultures. When plotted on cumulative prob- 
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FIG. 1. Relation between q/m of O~ and chlorophyll concentration for all well 

established q/rn values determined in the course of this investigation. Chlorophyll 
- ln  T 

concentration c is proportional to molar concentration and is equal to ~ when 

T equals the transmission of the suspension. 

ability paper they form a simple linear pattern with such departures as are to 
be expected for such a limited number of points. A median value of 8.5 q/rn 
is found. 

Many possible factors have been examined for correlation with these ap- 
parently random variations in yield, such as age of culture, growth rate, con- 
dition of culture, chlorophyll content, etc. 
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Chlorophyll concentration proved to be the only factor which showed a sig- 
nificant correlation. All our well established values of q/m for different cul- 
tures are plotted in Fig. 1 against a number c which is proportional to the 
chlorophyll concentration within the cell. This number c is obtained from our 

- -  l n T  
routine data: c - $ in which T is the transmission of the cell suspension 

and 8 is the volume of cells in cubic millimeters per milliliter of suspension 
from centrifugation. We will show that our empirical value of c yields an 

C 
approximate value of molar concentration: C -- 8-~ moles/liter. 

The smooth curves in Fig. 1 are arbitrary logarithmic curves found from 
semilog plots and shown for comparison. I t  will be noted that the points form 
a band about 2 quanta per molecule wide. The lower limit of this band is 
quite well defined, yielding a curve whose constants can be determined within 
about -4-5 per cent. However, a number of analytical forms can express the 
data for this limiting curve within the experimental error. 

Two such forms may be of interest. The first: 

in which 

and 

q/m = 5.7(1 + e~t,)+b) 

a = 0 . 0 1 7 5  

b -- 6.6 

(i) 

A second is found when one inquires as to the contribution of added incre- 
ments of chlorophyll density thus, 

f -- = f  o r - -  == 

~ C  

in Which x is the value of q/m for the increment. Plotting ~- against c as in 

Fig. 2, these limiting points fall upon a straight line: 

, , ,  
(2) 

q 2.75 

c = 0.088 is about half of the greatest value observed, hence the fraction 
c - 0.088 

has a maximum value of 1/6. 
C 
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FzG. 2. Data of Fig. 1 plotted to show a relation between ~ and c. The fact that 
q 

the limiting curve is a straight line suggests an alternative mathematical formula- 
tion which describes the data equally as well as do the curves of Fig. 1. 

Both  these expressions suggest partitioning of chlorophyll into contributing 
and non-contributing categories, thus from (1) 

q . . . .  1 ~ e~c/~+b or q e~ 
5.7, i ~.7__m 6 "-~'. ' ' ( _ ~,~ 

q 

q 
m p = ~ -  may  be thought  of as the number of molecules produced at  maxi- 

m 5.7m . 
= - -  zs a contributing or efficiency fraction. Thus mum efficiency. Then ~ q 

our expression is the ratio of the contributing to the non-contributing fraction 
and the non-contributing chlorophyll diminishes with increasing c. A partition 

into equal contributing and non-contributing portions occurs when c _- b. a 
The second form indicates by  extrapolation that  in our experiments only 

one-half, a t  most, contribute and that  no photosynthesis would occur for 
values less than c = 0.088. 
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In either case we can write • - 1 P in which ~,o ~- 2.75 q- 0.3[ and P 
q "yo 2 

approaches 1 for our highest concentration. 
Thus our values of q/m approach 2~/o for the most efficient cases observed 

and a probability or partition function P appears which is dependent upon 
chlorophyll concentration. 

One is tempted to speculate as to the possible meaning of this probability 
function P. However, it is possible that the explanation is a matter of bio- 
logical condition rather than one of physical mechanism. 

The fact that Willst~tter and Stoll (1918) have reported no influence of 
chlorophyll concentration when the chlorophyll concentration was varied in 
higher plants perhaps gives weight to the view that this is indeed a problem 
of the condition of the alga cells. 

The exponential form suggests that we have inadequately accounted for the 
contribution of scattered light. Two lines of evidence argue against so trivial 
an explanation. First, low efficiency occurs for low concentration, which is 
just the opposite of what would arise from such an error. Second, one finds 
no correlation of efficiency with over-all cell density. 

Attributing this variation in efficiency to biological condition, however, de- 
serves more serious consideration. I t  is true that the variations in chlorophyll 
density arose in an accidental fashion, the cause being often unknown. Dr. 
Franck has suggested 1 that the value of respiration might furnish evidence of 
condition. 

A striking fact, however, which is frequently observed in our experiments 
is that for a given culture the respiration can be modified over a range of 
fourfold by light and dark adaptation without changing the quantum effi- 
ciency. Hence, if we are to find a valid index of condition the most likely 
choice would be to use the fully light-adapted rate of respiration, and divide 
it by the cell volume. 

Unfortunately we do not have values of respiratory rate which have been 
obtained with due attention to securing complete light adaptation to a chosen 
high intensity. However, our maximum values approach this condition and 
offer some information. 

From these none too satisfactory data, we observe that all the points which 
form the upper limit of q/m or poorest efficiency for a given chlorophyll den- 
sity do show, in fact, unusually low maximum respiration values. This sug- 
gests that both high respiratory capacity and high chlorophyll density are 
required for maximum efficiency, but that the two requirements may not be 
interdependent. 

Unfortunately for a mechanistic explanation, one also observes that the 

Personal communication. 
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lower values of chlorophyll density do show some tendency toward lower 
respiratory value with diminishing chlorophyll density. 

Since both factors may have been operative we cannot assume the validity 
of the analytical forms of our expression for the dependence upon chlorophyll 
density. Despite the intriguing possibility of a quantum statistical explanation 
we must regard the apparently significant values as possibly coincidental. 

Furthermore, since our experiments were designed primarily for the study 
of the influence of intensity and the time course of photosynthesis, they were 
not so well designed to establish absolute magnitudes of quantum efficiency. 
The choice of bilateral illumination prevented the direct use of an integrating 
sphere. The tedious method of traverse and contour integration precluded the 
frequent recheck required for the best evaluation of absolute magnitudes. I t  
was necessary, therefore, to rely upon the constancy of the relation between 
the integrated value and the central intensity which was measured as routine. 

However, it is our opinion that the reported values are not likely to be in 
error by more than 10 per cent. 2 

The lowest values approached in these experiments are, therefore, signif- 
icantly higher than the values of 3.5 to 4.0 reported by Warburg and Burk 
(1950). 

While the median value found, 8.5 q/m, agrees well with findings of other 
observers, our evidence suggests the importance of a lower limit of about 6 
q/ra for steady state, which is less than the value of 8 found by many ob- 
servers, and gives weight to values of about 7 occasionally reported by Kok 
(1948, 1949) and others. 

However, we prefer to defer the matter of absolute magnitude to the comple- 
tion of further experiments now in progress designed for absolute measurement. 

Since our data indicate a dependence, direct or indirect, of quantum yield 
on chlorophyll density, it may prove profitable to reopen this question despite 
earlier observations to the contrary by Willstgtter and Stoll (1918) and later 
by Emerson and Arnold (1932), and Emerson, Green, and Webb (1940). A 
systematic study of the factors affecting yield seems desirable. Chlorophyll 
density, which varied in our experiments in a random fashion despite the 
maintenance of presumably good culture conditions, must be varied in a con- 
trolled and systematic fashion with some reliable measure of physiological 
condition. Indices of such condition, such as light-adapted respiratory ca- 
pacity, therefore seem essential to such an undertaking. 

Aerobic, Induetlon 

The initial behavior of photosynthesis at the beginning of illumination is 
of great theoretic importance. Our automatically recorded 10 second points 

* Note added after submission of manuscript: This opinion is now supported by 
preliminary findings from new experiments designed for systematic accuracy of 
magnitude. 
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(with a time resolution which appears to be small compared to the interval) 
disclose initial changes in oxygen exchange rate of considerable interest. 

Drastic measures have been taken in these experiments to secure equal 
illumination of all cells in order that the observations of time course be sig- 
nificant of the events within the cells. Experiments which place the cells in a 
variety of different intensities not only suffer from the averaging of a variety 
of conditions but may yield distorted curves due to differences in diffusion 
distance to regions of different behavior. Many of the idiosyncrasies of aerobic 
induction reported in the literature were found in preliminary experiments 
under inhomogeneous illumination. These are found to disappear when uni- 
form conditions are secured by the measures described. Observations in gas 
phase, of course, further complicate the picture by imposing time delays 
which may be of the order of minutes and of uncertain and variable char- 
acter. 

The phenomena of aerobic induction have been the subject of extensive 
study (Osterhout and Haas, 1918; Warburg, 1928; van der Paauw, 1932; 
Smith, 1937; McAlister, 1937; Blinks and Skow, 1938; van der Veen, 1949). 
Nevertheless, advances in time resolution and the possible elimination of dif- 
fusion anomalies through homogeneous illumination make a reexamination of 
these phenomena worth while. 

In almost all our experiments the initial rate is less than the steady rate 
attained later in the same period of illumination. The initial rate is lowest, 
probably zero, for most complete dark adaptation with which one also ob- 
serves very low respiration. The first induction after dark adaptation under 
aerobic conditions may occupy 3 minutes or more and appear somewhat 
logarithmic in form. 

In succeeding periods of illumination, the induction shows a progression of 
forms--starting at successively higher initial rates, rising more rapidly, and 
making progressively sharper transitions to the steady rate. This is well illus- 
trated in Fig. 3, in which the initial 3 minutes of successive light periods are 
plotted on a larger scale from an intermittent run of 6 minutes' light and 6 
minutes' dark. Thus the initial capacity to perform photosynthesis may be 
carded over many minutes (at least 6 in our observations) but is gradually 
lost in the dark. 

Not only does this type of aerobic induction change from period to period 
as light adaptation progresses, but differences in behavior are observed for 
~lifferent cultures. The persistence of induction in particular appears to be 
different in different cultures. In some cases induction almost disappears after 
several periods of light (for 3 minutes' light and 3 minutes' dark). In other 
cases induction may still be quite pronounced. 

These phenomena of aerobic induction occupy too short a time to be faith- 
fully observed by manometric methods. They are not to be confused with the 
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phenomena of anaerobic induction observed by Gaffron (1940), which occupy 
much more time. 

The observations of Emerson and Lewis (1940, 1941) are interesting. Mak- 
ing allowances for manometric delay, the COs bursts which they observe may 
coincide in time with our induction. Similarly their deduced curves for oxygen 
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FIG. 3. Aerobic induction. Plot of rates for the first 3 minutes of three successive 
periods of illumination during an intermittent exposure of 6 minutes' light and 6 
minutes' dark. 

appear compatible. If one computes the amount of gas which might be pro- 
duced at unit quantum ei~ciency by the energy which fails to make its con- 
tribution during induction as we observe it, one can indeed satisfy their sug- 
gested requirements for CO2 burst. Most striking is the fact that just as our 
induction progressively changes in character, so does their burst if thought of 
as complementary. 

Our experiments certainly exclude the possibility that photosynthesis starts 
at a high initial rate as postulated by Burk and Warburg (1951). There is 
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only one circumstance under which we observe an initial rate which might b e  
slightly higher than the subsequent steady rate. This occurs when the culture 
is intermittently illuminated first with a high intensity and then with a lower 
intensity. In the first period after the change, there appears to be a possible 
inverse induction, but it lies on the border of our error (1 or 2 units). 
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Fzo. 4. Induction in the first light period for two successive mrs on the same 
algae. Each run used a small part of a large sample, the only difference being in time 
of adaptation. 

The precise shape of the rate curve during induction is of theoretical impor- 
tance. Even though a 10 second interval between points leaves much to be 
desired in studying induction which sometimes lasts only 30 seconds, the first 
induction after protracted darkness may yield up to 20 points. This is suffi- 
cient to show marked departures from logarithmic form and give rough values 
of constants. Using the slope value (m®) determined by steady state as an 
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asymptote, one may subtract the momentary slope values (m) and plot the 
difference on semilog paper as in Figs. 4 to 8. These give a good idea of the 
variety of form exhibited in induction by different cultures. 

Fig. 4 shows the striking reproducibility of time constant for two runs from 
the same culture. A difference in dark adaptation is shown by the difference 
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FzG. 5. Induction (final rate minus momentary rate) plotted logarithmically 
against time. Data obtained from the first light interval shown in Fig. 3. 

in initial rate. Thus the more dark-adapted the culture, the more nearly the 
intercept or first value of m~ -- m approaches m® as illustrated by Fig. 5 and 
also Fig. 8. 

That induction is not simple, is shown by the departures from logarithmic 
approach to steady state: One notes breaks, changes in slope, (Fig. 7), and 
changes in asymptote. Fig. 6 shows how sensitive this type of plot is to the 
cho;ce of asymptote which in this case required a slightly different value for 
lineafity from the final steady state. 
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Even this limited information makes crucial demands upon any theory. 
A preparatory photochemical process involving chlorophyll seems inescap- 

able. This may or may not be a part of the steady state mechanism. 
A possible mechanism which explains many of the quantitative and quali- 

tative observations is one in which chlorophyll performs two acts in the course 
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Fro. 6. Induction in the first light period in which the apparent semilog asymp- 
tote differs slightly from the observed steady rate.A, actual steady rate, Q, steady 
rate which appears to be the asymptote. 

of photosynthesis after which its r01e is repeated as a two-step cycle. If both 
steps are photochemical and require a fixed number of quanta per chlorophyll 
molecule, it can be shown mathematically that the demand for efficiency to 
be independent of intensity can be satisfied. The simplest such mechanism 
satisfying our data would require as an optimum about 3 quanta per oxygen 
molecule for each step. 

I t  is of interest, therefore, to inquire as to the number of quanta per mole- 
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cule of chlorophyll absorbed during induction. From the following calcula- 
tions we see that  the order of magnitude is reasonable. 

Taking a probable value of the specific extinction exponent from Zscheile 
and Comar (1941) of 8.0 (when C is in grams per liter and d in centimeters) 
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FIG. 7. Induction in the first light period showing a marked change in slope be- 
tween 30 and 40 seconds. The open and closed circles are for two different observers 
making the original rate measurements. 

and multiplying by  the average molecular weight of a and b, 900, and con- 
verting to the value for base e, we obtain the molar absorption coefficient, 
a = 16,570. Then - - In  T = aCd, in which 

d ffi centimeters of packed cells in suspension, and 
C ffi moles of chlorophyll per liter of packed cells. 

The volume of our cuvette is 0.445 cc. From centrifugation we have the vol- 
mm. s mm. s 

ume of cells per cubic centimeter of suspension, - -  so - -  )< 0.445 = 
CC. CC. 
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FIG. 8. Induction in the first light period for two successive runs on the same 
algae. Induction time was markedly reduced when 1 per cent glucose was added. 

ram, a volume of cells in the cuvette. Dividing this by  the area 87 ram. 2 gives 
mm. 8 0.445 . 

the equivalent  thickness of cells in millimeters. Thus  d - cc. X ~ m 

- l n T  
equivalent  centimeters, and C - 

ctd 

-InT c 

ram. 3 0.445 8.5 
16,570 X - -  X - -  

cc. 870 

moles of chlorophyll per liter of packed cells in which c - 
- l n T  

mm.8 
cc. 

r a m .  8 X 10  - 6  
Since X 0.445 is the number  of liters of cells in the cuvette and 

CO. 
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6 X 10 = is the number of molecules per mole, the number of molecules of 
chlorophyll within the cuvette is 

- lnT 
15,570/870 

X 6 X 1017 = 0.32 X 101~ X (-lnT): 

Thus for a given experiment we find 

nxln. $ 
--In T = 0.221 and 1.46 cells in suspension from the hematocrlt, 

CO. 

c = 0.151 or C = 0.018 molar concentration in the cells, 

n = 7 X I015 chlorophyll molecules in the cuvettc. 

By hemocytometer count there were 44,400 cells per ram2, and since the 
volume of the cuvette is 445 ram? there were about 2 X 10 ~ cells in the cu- 
vette (44,400 X 445), and thus 3.5 X 108 molecules/cell, implying 4.4 /z 
average diameter of cell. 

Since this is a typical case of quite high efficiency, it is of interest to note 
that  2.5 X 1016 quanta/minute were absorbed Thus, 3.6 quanta/minute were 
absorbed by each chlorophyll molecule, and 17 seconds were required per 
quantum. 

At the full rate 4 X 10 *5 O3 molecules/minute were produced and 
7 X 10 *5 

X 3.6 = 6.3 q/m of 0~, when each chlorophyll molecule requires 
4 X 10 ~6 

1.75 minutes to absorb the 6.3 quanta per molecule of 03 produced. 
If  we have a total of n chlorophyll molecules and of these no are in an in- 

termediate state, we may think of a photochemical reaction producing na and 
another returning it to its original state. We may regard na as chlorophyll 
molecules associated with an intermediate and the return of n, as related to 
the observed rate of photosynthesis, m. Thus, when q is the rate at which 
quanta are absorbed and ~/o the quanta required per molecule returned, 

~ a  . . . .  n a  
m = - - ,  energy being available in proportion to the partmlpatmg fractmn - .  

Ton n 
Without entering into the mathematical details given below, 8 one can derive 

the expression for the time constant in minutes r = ny when y - 7~/° 
q 7 +7o" 

s From 

o r  

dn--~ffiffiq-Ii_~)_qn.-~ 
dt 7 70 n 

(FOotnote contlnued on follo'~i~g page) 
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The values T and % are the quanta required in each of the two photochem- 
% P 

ical steps. If both are the same y = -~. Earlier we found _m = _ _  w h e n  P 
q 2To 

~'_o= 1.38  approached 1 under optimal conditions and 7o = 2.75. So y -- 2 

would be predicted for the simplest case, thus being one-fourth of the optimal 
q/m. When the data permitted, the values of y have been determined and 
plotted in Fig. 9 against the corresponding value of q/m. 

From this it is seen that while induction usually starts at the predicted 
optimal slope regardless of cl/m, it generaUy exhibits a slower stage before 
steady state is reached. This is often about y = % = 2.75. 

I t  is beyond the scope of this paper to pursue the elaborations of this con- 
cept of mechanism and the evidence which encourages this line of speculation. 

I t  should be pointed out that while we have been led to these concepts by 

dF dt 
~ n m ~  

F ¢ 

F= F.e-('I') when T=--n( TYo ~ and F.- q--n'---~° 
g \ ' r  + 701 'y r 

n j  . .  (1 - -  e ' ' ( l l ' r ) )  + n.o i _ ( l / r  ) 

n 1 -I- (~/ 'yo)  n 

SO 

q(1 -- e - ( t l ' ) )  "4- q-" no_. e_cttr ) 
T -i- % To n 

writing 

ny TTo 
q "Y -i- T. 

then for To m 7 m 2.75 y = 1.38 

As pointed out, the total number of chlorophyll molecules, n, can be computed 
from the chlorophyll density; q, the number of quanta absorbed per minute, is a 
known condition of the experiment; and ¢ can be found from the semilog plot. It is 
therefore possible to test the prediction of y wherever there is a linear segment in 
the semilog plot. 
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purely formal reasoning from our data, Dr. Franck 4 developed a much more 
complete theory from other and broader evidence which has many elements 
of similarity. 
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of q/m, the number of quanta required per O~ molecule produced. Arrows show range 
of values in particular experiments. Degree of black or white shows the degree of 
dark or light adaptation. 

C O N C L U S I O N S  

1. Though the quantum yield remains constant for different samples of the 
same culture despite great changes in respiration due to dark adaptation, the 
quantum requirement for different cultures varies from 6.1 to 13.5 quanta per 
molecule of oxygen evolved (q/m). 

4 Presented at the Conference on Photosynthesis, Gatlinburg, Tennessee, October 
25-31, 1952. 
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2. This variation from one culture to another appears to depend upon 
chlorophyll concentration, though other paralleling factors cannot be ruled 
out. 

3. Both chlorophyll concentration and quantum requirement show a ran- 
dom distribution. A statistical median for 50 cultures and 99 determinations 
gives q/m = 8.5 with a systematic uncertainty of perhaps 10 per cent. Since 
the variations are real, the median is regarded as less important than the 
lower limit approached (about q/m = 6). 

4. Dark adaptation under aerobic conditions produces an initial photosyn- 
thetic rate of nearly zero. The immediate rise to steady state is somewhat 
logarithmic in character and may require over 3 minutes. 

5. In intermittent light (of periods from i to 6 minutes) the induction ob- 
served in subsequent light periods starts from a finite initial rate and occupies 
a shorter time, often as little as 30 seconds. 

6. The theoretical importance of aerobic induction is discussed. A chloro- 
phyll cycle of two photochemical steps is found to satisfy most of the ob- 
served characteristics and to be compatible with an efficiency independent of 
intensity. 
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